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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Westwind Group, Inc.Rene L. McCann – PresidentStephen McCann – Senior PartnerGerald Hollingsworth - Senior PartnerGregory Maisel - Senior Partner The Westwind Group was organized in 1995, is based in Wilmington, NC and is the provider of solutions that measurably contribute to productivity in the workplace. Please see www.westwindgroup.com for more information or call 910-791-4812.This presentation was developed with the support of the Nine Mile Point Nuclear Station (NMPNS).  Examples in today’s presentation are from the active Vision projects in use at NMPNS with their permission.The validity and management of training and knowledge content in today’s business environment is critical to success. It is crucial to:Regulatory CompliancePerformance ImprovementKnowledge Capital RetentionValidity > Current & CorrectManagement > Granular & RepeatableIt is Business Critical and A Beast
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Vision Implementation Projects

Operations & Maintenance Projects
Key Drivers

ADDIE Foundation not accurate
Learning content was………. a Beast

Objectives
Complete Vision Upgrade
Integrate standards and regulatory 
requirements
Efficiently manage and use learning 
content

The Westwind Group, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
JTA was out of synch with how work was being performed in the plant and did not accurately reflect revised proceduresContent did not exist for some topics or was only an outline. Content age was in some cases 15 years old.Root cause identified need to revise qualification structures and associated training programs. Issues with exiting qualification management toolsIntroduction of online learning and evaluation was desiredDesire to more efficiently use training resources
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Project Scope

2005 
Operations 

Project

2007 
Maintenance 

Project

Duration 18 Months 12 Months

# Developers 6 7

# Topics 277 265

# Objectives ~ 3600 ~ 2000

Both Project Teams also had a Project Manager, 
Project Administrator, and facility Project Owner.

The Westwind Group, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a result of continued development by the facility with support from Westwind Group personnel, additional development has been completed in all areas (Operations, Maintenance, Technical, ESP, and now Fleet Project Management (C&M).  The estimated value of the content now in Vision is approximately $7 Million.  This estimate considers the capital and O&M costs that would be associated with replacing that content in Vision as of May 2008.  Content development and maintenance continues with site personnel performing over 80% of the work.
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Change Management Tools

Process Guides
Guides and Masters 
Vision Desktop Guide 
Training Sessions

The Westwind Group, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change Management ToolsProcess Guides were originally developed as “Road Map” for project team with intention of being used as basis for facility implementing procedures and training. These tools promoted a consistent, quality output from the development team.Guides and Masters is a project within the Vision database developed by The Westwind Group to support consistent development and implementation and provide consistent management of attachments.The Vision Desktop Guide (VDTG) was developed in Vision and designed to facilitate using Vision to satisfy facility training procedure requirements. It is also the basis for developing detailed, implementation specific Vision training and performance support.  The VDTG compliments existing Vision Help and User Guides and is aligned with CGG, CNG and NMP TR policies and procedures.  Where the TR procedures specify a requirement (the What) the Desktop Guide provides the detailed information (the How) to meet the TR requirements using Vision and other training organization enabling tools including Training Server, Vision Learning Station and LASER.Training sessions where held for facility and project staff at various points in the project.  Early sessions where more informational where latter sessions focused on site specific implementation of Vision functionality and the resulting revision to processes.
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PentaQ
Discovery & 

Analysis

Goal & Objective
Alignment

Achievement 
Plan

Implement
Resolution

Investment
Support

Current
State

Defined

Desired
Future
State

Described

Achievable
Future
State

Defined

Plan to
Close Gap

and 
Resolve Issues

Execute
Plan and 
Control
Change

Evaluation,
Value

Extraction
& Maint.

Where are  we?

Where do we 
want to be?

Developing the

resolution to get there

Getting there – or 
“The Journey”

Goal and 
Objectives have 
been attained

Here is where 
we can get to!

Capturing Imbedded
Processes & Intelligence

Education & Sponsorship

Scope Approval & Funding

Project Initiation & Planning

Project Execution & Control

Lessons Learned, Sustaining
And Extending the Solution

The Westwind Group, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Experience teaches us that planning results in a quality implementation for any business solution whether it is technical or non-technical.Evince Solutions has developed a systematic approach called PentaQ that when applied assures a quality implementation (initial, recovery or extension of functionality) by gaining an understanding of native business processes supported by the product being abandoned or extended and learning the “imbedded process” (or intelligence) in existing data before any implementation plan is developed and prior to any data conversion and, or exchange. In the context of a Vision Installation & Implementation:PentaQ, consists of 5 critical steps and supports the implementation and configuration requirements of both new and current Vision users. For new clients it helps them critically examine their current business need and develop a specific solution that leverages the capabilities of Vision. For existing users of Vision it helps them close implementation gaps, address changing business needs and adjust or extend their learning system to achieve maximum value extraction.The PentaQ model draws from a variety of proven methods, techniques and experience gained through the implementation of various technical solutions that addressed business needs related to work force learning and performance support. 
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SIRIUS

Chartering

Generate 
Ideas

Scrub 
Ideas

Filter 
Ideas

Prioritize 
Ideas

Charter Execute 
Project

Tracking & 
Reporting

Strategy

Customer
Issues

SAIs
Core 

Processes

& SIRIUS 
Filters

Identification

Prioritize            Execute           Track & Report

Selection

Select and 
prioritize projects 
that allow us to 
meet our business 
objectives.

The Westwind Group, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SIRIUS is the acronym for the project management model employed at Constellation.  SIRIUS represents the six phases of project planning and management that when systematically applied, guide a project team through a structured problem solving approach. A series of questions that checks progress from project concept through completion is used to get results.  The six phases are Scope, Investigate, Reason, Innovate, Undertake, and Sustain.  Additional information about this project management model is available by contacting Constellation Energy.
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Material 
Development 
Process Guides

Described the 
process and 
standards for the 
development, 
review, and approval 
of  materials.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This Material Development Process Guides used flow charts to depict process and supporting text to describe standards and expectations. One guide was written to support activities performed by training, line and project personnel. A separate guide was developed that detailed standards and requirements for content development activities (essentially a Writers Guide) for the project developers. 
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Communication Tools

Material Development Checklist  
Performance Indicators
Project Tracking
Team Meetings

The Westwind Group, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Communications ToolsThe Material Development Checklist (MDCL) was a key tool in establishing communications between the developer, training lead and line SME at the beginning of the development process for each topic.  It was designed to establish topic scope and identify source information to support the development effort.The Performance Indicators matured over the course of the project.  There were 5 revisions to the indicators. The revisions were driven by issues identified during the project.Project Tracking was performed using a set of customized Excel spreadsheets and was critical to understanding the status of training materials at any given point in time during the project.  Tracking was updated live time throughout the project and output from it was used for performance indicator data and reports for meetings. A separate project plan developed in MS Project was also used by the Project Manager for tracking. There were weekly team meetings with the development team and daily check-in’s.  Every two weeks there was a Project Management meeting with members of Training and Line management.All project documentation and tools were maintained on a SharePoint Site which further facilitated project communications and provided a historical record of the project at its completion.
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Project Challenges

Turnover of key personnel 
Following plan:

Communications
Change Management

Organizational Capacity

The Westwind Group, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Turnover of key personnel in the client and project organizations impacted efforts and required re-education.  (The facility experienced a 100% turnover in senior management and nearly 80% turnover in the training organization.)Technical Reviewers in both the Training and Line organizations were challenged to keep up with reviews assigned to due to a variety of completing priorities that occurred during the project.  Plant outages were the most significant of these.  A decision by Training and Line management to suspend reviews during the outage created a bow wave of reviews required at the end of the outage that took several months to recover from.Turnover in the organization in training and line created challenges and challenged adherence to change management and communication plans. Turnover in the development team also created some challenges as new developers came up to speed on process and standards.  
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Structures and Taxonomy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A defined set of hierarchy structures and taxonomies where established early on in each of the projects.The Analysis Work Area is created with a position or function-centric structure. Position-centric structures focus on the specific job under evaluation and present a better graphic image of the organization structure while the function-centric structure places greater focus on systems and processes. The Objective hierarchy is developed around a function-centric model that focuses on the “type” of information managed and its outcome. Under this model, the various components are classified as SYSTEM, EVOLUTION, SUPERVISORY, TECHNICAL, and COMMON, etc . The advantage of this model over others is apparent when considering the methods used to develop lessons or training units within Vision. To achieve maximum efficiency when developing training units, the user quickly selects knowledge or abilities-based information then sequences it to achieve a desired skills transfer. Since advanced training topics frequently blend all types of knowledge, presenting this type of model reinforces the concept of the systematic approach to training at even the senior incumbent level. The Program hierarchy reflects the structure of the various programs within the discipline. As such, it typically contains common and unit specific branches. The structure within this work area is typically defined by the procedures of the training organization such as NTP-TQS level procedures at NMP. The taxonomy for systems area nodes and branches includes a system designator. Since the Nine Mile Point site has not defined a common system designation schema, the NUREG system designators are used in this model. 
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Reference Based Objectives

Derived from industry/regulatory criteria for 
initial and continuing training programs.
Address areas identified by: 

ACAD 92-008 (Maintenance)
ACAD 00-003 (Operations)
NUREG-1123 (BWR) (Operations)
10CFR55.41, 43, 45 (Operations)

Provide a common standard to which 
trainees, instructors, and evaluators adhere.

The Westwind Group, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Developed by The Westwind Group and licensed to Constellation for use.
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Reference Based Objectives

The Westwind Group, Inc.

Each objective stands as an independent 
learning object or component that may be 
reused.

Clearly identify 
expectations for actual 
application of  knowledge

Applicability easily 
demonstrated for all job 
positions

Greater flexibility for 
instructors and learning 
methods

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking Points:Learning Objects support rapid development.
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Application Performance 
Standard

The Westwind Group, Inc.

What the trainee is expected to do 
with the knowledge associated with 
the objective.
Present the “higher order” abilities 
and expectations.
Bounds the level of detail required in 
the content.
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EXAMPLE: RBO-1, System Function & Purpose

Objective Statement:
Explain the purpose of the XXX system 

Application Performance Standard:
Recall the general function of the system and its 
purpose with regard to overall plant operation
Relate the effect of the system’s function to overall 
plant operation and,
Identify the effect the system’s operation (or failure) 
has on overall plant operation including radioactivity 
containment

The Westwind Group, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In addition to the Application Performance Standard, each RBO is tied to the specific NUREG K&A item and the attributes from the ACAD documents for each of the accredited programs.Operations materials developed to support plant systems knowledge for all disciplinesEach discipline ACAD document was cross-referenced and verified. The RBO Bases document has attachments that documents this.
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EXAMPLE: MRBO-1, Effect of Maintenance

The Westwind Group, Inc.

Objective Statement:
Explain the effect of maintenance activities on XXX [system] 
[equipment] [component] to plant or system operations. 

Application Performance Standard:
Recall the general function of the system, equipment or 
component and its purpose with regard to overall plant or 
system operation, 
Predict the effect of specified system, equipment or 
component maintenance activities on the ability of the 
system or equipment to fulfill its purpose and design 
function and,
Identify alarms, indications, interlocks, and automatic 
features affected by specified maintenance activities,
Describe system or equipment alignments and flow path for 
specified maintenance activities,
Predict overall plant or system response to equipment or 
component malfunctions or loss as a result of a maintenance 
activity. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maintenance RBOs differ from Plant Systems RBOs in that portions of the Application Performance Standard that do not apply to the discipline or the subject are omitted at the discretion of the subject matter expert, instructional lead, and developer.
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RBO Templates

Vision Guides and Masters 
(Vision Project)

System RBO Templates
Maintenance RBO Templates

Framework for consistent 
and efficient content 
development.
Used in conjunction with 
Writer’s Guide 

The Westwind Group, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The  use of templates provides for the consistent format and structure of learning objects that is required when on-line learning is the delivery method.  Templates also provide developers limited guidance on the preparation and development of content.
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Vision Custom Report Generator Command Console

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To support the enhanced reporting and presentation capabilities provided by the use of the Guides and Masters project developed by The Westwind Group, a custom report generation console was developed.  This console permits the user to generate a variety of output styles based on the objects developed and stored within the Vision database.
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Vision Custom Report Generator Command Console

Selection for ILT 
Simulator 
Evaluation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Generation of simulator evaluation documents is simplified by integrating the scorecards from NUREG-1021 into the database.  This enhancement provides documents in the correct form for NRC evaluation use.  The application generates the documents in a “ready for entry” state reducing the probability of data entry errors.
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Looking to the Future

Learning Station
Consider at the outset 
Develop Course Maps
Build content to support

Extending the solution
Fleet Programs
RP & Chemistry
Engineering Mentoring
Knowledge Management

The Westwind Group, Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If consideration is being given to employing Learning Station or integrating other e-learning solutions, plan and prepare for this before the development project is initiated.  In the Nine Mile Point project the intent from the beginning was to “technology enable” learning content so that an e-learning solution could be integrated when accepted by the Information Technology organization.  This drove the design of the process guides and developer’s standards (writer’s guide).  As the use of Vision becomes more widespread and integrated into the daily routine of instructors, it will be extended into other knowledge management disciplines.  Planning for this expansion must begin on day one of the project by establishing a solid foundation upon which other disciplines can build.  Extension of the model to the fleet requires deliberate planning and careful execution to prevent loss or compromise of data.The Westwind Group, Inc. has the experience and expertise to support any implementation solution from single-site to enterprise.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
www.westwindgroup.com

http://www.westwindgroup.com/
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